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Introduction

The Routledge Course in Modern Mandarin Chinese is an innovative two-year course for  
English-speaking learners of Chinese as a foreign language that guides students to build  
a strong foundation in Mandarin and prepares them for continued success in the language. 
The course is designed to address the five goals (the 5 C’s) of foreign language learning 
highlighted by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). 
Each communication-focused lesson is grounded in the cultural context of China, guiding 
students to make comparisons between language and social customs in the United States 
and the Chinese-speaking world, and providing activities that connect their language study 
to other disciplines and lead them to use Chinese in the wider community.

Set in China, the course introduces themes that students encounter in their first experience 
abroad. The themes in Level 1 include talking about self and family, shopping and money, 
discussing every day activities and making plans, describing locations, giving and following direc-
tions, and accepting invitations and being a guest.

 innovative Features of The Routledge Course in Modern Mandarin, level 1 

Separate introduction of  ■ words and characters. New words are first presented in Pinyin 
form only, so students can focus on pronunciation, meaning, and use before learning 
words in their character form. The total number of new words and characters is con-
trolled to facilitate retention. Words are introduced at a faster pace than characters so 
that students build a broad base of vocabulary for oral communication in their first year 
of study. In all, Level 1 introduces approximately 575 words and 180 characters.
Complete replacement of Pinyin by characters. When a character is introduced, it   ■

replaces the Pinyin form in all subsequent occurrences without additional Pinyin  
support. Students learn to focus on the character as the primary written form of the 
Chinese word or syllable.
Character literacy instruction. Once characters are introduced, each textbook and   ■

workbook lesson guides students to understand the structure of characters and to  
develop reading and writing strategies.
Integration of form and function. Structures are introduced to support communication. ■

“Basic to complex” introduction of grammatical structures. Students build a solid founda- ■

tion in basic structures before learning more complex variations.
Recycling. Vocabulary and structures are recycled in successive lessons to facilitate   ■

mastery.
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Ongoing focus on pronunciation. Pronunciation instruction and practice continue  ■

throughout the course.
A comprehensive workbook with extensive information-focused and skill-focused   ■

exercises that target all aspects of each lesson.
A Teachers’ Manual with a wealth of communication-based classroom activities, project  ■

suggestions, lesson plans, and teaching tips.
Alphabetically arranged indices for vocabulary, characters, and structures. ■

Textbook lessons include:

Communication Goals ■  and Key Structures.
A  ■ Dialogue, divided into several short sections to facilitate memorization and classroom 
practice.
Dialogue Practice ■ , communication-based activities to practice the functions and themes 
introduced in the lesson. (Additional communication-based activities are provided in 
the Teachers’ Manual.)
Vocabulary ■ , alphabetically arranged.
Characters ■ , alphabetically arranged by Pinyin (beginning in Lesson 6), and a Stroke  
Order Flow Chart (beginning in Lesson 6) that displays the radical and stroke-by-stroke 
formation of each new character.
Use and Structure Notes ■  with clear explanations of grammar and usage.
Sentence Pyramids ■  that illustrate the building blocks of phrases and sentences.
Pronunciation and Pinyin ■  explanations for ongoing pronunciation practice.
Language FAQs ■ , additional notes on language use addressing questions that students 
often ask about the language.
Notes on Chinese Culture ■  that discuss the customs and behavior associated with language 
use.
An English translation of the  ■ Dialogue.

Workbook lessons include:

Listening and Speaking practice
Pronunciation and Pinyin ■ , including tongue twisters, poetry, transliterated names and 
expressions, and common sayings.
Structure Drills ■  for individual study. The Structure Drills can also be used in the  
classroom.
Listening for Information ■ , listening comprehension exercises built around the structures, 
vocabulary, and themes introduced in the lesson.

Reading and Writing practice
Focus on Structure ■ , written exercises that focus on the mastery and control of new struc-
tures at the sentence level.
Focus on Communication ■ , written exercises that focus on reading for information and on 
communicating information in writing.
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Focus on Chinese Characters ■ : Beginning in Lesson 6, exercises that guide students to 
learn proper stroke order, identify common radicals, and learn characters in terms  
of their recurring parts. Beginning in Lesson 10, exercises that train students to “see” 
familiar words in authentically written Chinese texts in which spacing does not identify 
word boundaries, exercises that train students to read for information in texts that  
contain some unfamiliar characters, and exercises that train students to proofread and 
correct character errors within a text.
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